Infor10 ERP iBusiness Enterprise Orders
(System21)
Streamline and simplify.
You never asked for complexity in your far-away supply chain, but
you have it anyway. In a world where you need to source materials
and inventory from a global network of suppliers, both internal and
external, and then serve customers who are distributed just as
broadly, inventory complexity is part of the environment. When you
have a way to treat your entire inventory and ordering process as a
single, consolidated unit no matter where you store material, you’ll
be able to serve your customers faster and better, and at a lower
cost. Once you’ve supplied the goods, you’ll also want to automate
both your internal and external accounting processes to ensure
regulatory compliance and to reach peak performance.

Rely on trusted partners.
As an Infor10™ ERP iBusiness (System21) customer, you value
reliability and performance. You strive to deliver that same, rock-solid
service to your customers. When you choose Infor, you’re getting
solutions that help you get the most from the resources you already
have, while staying abreast of a rapidly evolving business
environment. You benefit from our decades of experience with
thousands of customers worldwide, which translates into know-how
that can bring you powerful results for years to come. Plus, you get
an enterprise resource planning solution that’s designed specifically
for your industry.

Streamline your complex
multi-company and inter-company
ordering process and simplify the
related accounting process with
iBusiness Enterprise Orders.

Unify your ordering process.
You aim to source your inventory for the best possible quality and
price, and you manage your orders to deliver the best possible
service levels. But order management presents you with a series of
complex trade-offs that you need to consider every day.
Infor10 ERP iBusiness Enterprise Orders (System21) helps you treat
your entire ordering system and inventory as a single entity, no
matter how many storage locations you use or how many customers
you serve. It also handles enterprise orders from internal demand or
customer requirements with equal sophistication while allowing you
to maintain separate end-customer and inter-company processes.
You'll be able to keep separate stocks, records, and accounting
systems as your business needs demand, but still get a
comprehensive view of your inventory across your entire enterprise.
That means you can avoid the unnecessary costs of holding dead
stock in one location while suffering out-of-stock situations in
another. Plus, the solution is engineered for speed, so you can get
(and stay) ahead of the competition.

With Enterprise Orders, you get:

Experience the difference.

• Consistent pricing information across your entire enterprise for
better sales and management decisions
• Automatic posting of appropriate AP and AR accounting entries
• Improved supply chain management that lowers total cost of
carrying inventory
• Much faster and more accurate information for audits
• Reductions in costly clerical errors from posting
transactions manually

A first-class ordering solution can make a huge difference in your
ability to serve your customers quickly and accurately while
keeping costs under control. And with an ordering solution that was
conceived and built as an integral part of Infor10 ERP iBusiness
(System21), which streamlines the rest of your business, you get
a seamless, global view of everything you need to keep your
business running like clockwork.

• Higher service levels from knowing your real-time inventory
situation at all times
• Time and labor savings through automated transactions
and recordkeeping
• Streamlined inter-company item maintenance and
harmonization of inter-company pricing
You’ll benefit from sophisticated, up-to-date inventory techniques
and improved supply chain management. You’ll also improve your
ability to respond to rapidly changing business conditions and
seize new opportunities when they arise. And you’ll still retain the
proven performance and reliability of the iBusiness solution
you’ve come to trust.

About Infor.
Infor is a leading provider of business software and services,
helping more than 70,000 customers in 164 countries
improve operations and drive growth. To learn more about
Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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